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...That day there was a lot of snow. Rabbit was wearing
her thick white coat and Little Cat was wearing
his thick black coat. It was cold, but they were nice and warm...
...White as snow and black as coal. The friendship between
Little Cat and Rabbit is the paradigm of integration between
different species who, like humans, can be equal but different.
While “Little Cat and the ball” is about generosity, fellowship
and living together, “Little Cat and the snow” shows how two
friends can deal with their daily problems by looking for
imaginative solutions through playing and respecting each other.
Little Cat is too black to play in the basement and Rabbit
is too white to play in the snow. By chance, both of them end up
having a great time in the same conditions. In this new story,
which stands out for its fun text, a structure with dialogues
and bright illustrations, there are other themes
such as the value of diversity and self-knowledge.
With soft textures and bright colours, the illustrations emphasize
the expressiveness of the characters and the description
of the scenes where these new adventures of Little Cat
and Rabbit take place.
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